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Benton would be but prairie dust had not the lonely Missouri River blessed the southern flank of
town. Its main street was Rob and Marlo s play ground. They watched the Steamers, arriving from
St. Louis. unloading the passengers. The boardwalks alive with tappers, miners, soldiers, and
Indians. They were downtown, the day the Sharndo gang rode into town. Turned out the gang had
robbed the gold shipment from the steamer, Dakota. They got a room at the Johnson Hotel to lie
low for awhile. Having drank too much whiskey one evening, the gang freely talks of their robbery
and pass around a map, where the gold is buried. Marlo, ever the adventure seeker, and Rob, whom
she dragged along, find the window of the gang s room. Kids have big eyes and ears. Beneath the
window, they see and hear everything. Next day when the kids know that the Sharndo gang is
drinking in a local bar, Marlo sneaks through the unlocked window and retrieves the map. They
study the map...
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This book is very gripping and fascinating. Of course, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just pleased to explain
how this is basically the finest publication i have go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Pr of . B eula h Sta r k-- Pr of . B eula h Sta r k

This created pdf is excellent. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading through. Your life span will probably be transform
as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of . Esteba n Wucker t-- Pr of . Esteba n Wucker t
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